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Topic - Impact of COVID-19 on health care professional

Introduction :
The world comes to know , nothing can makes us happy with including money,
properties etc. Yes,we can just ask a question to our self " why we stayed in home
".a year child will answer " Corona virus ". Yes , it is commonly known as "Corona
virus" but , according to health care professionals it is COVID -19 . It mean " Corona
virus disease 2019". Not engineers ,polices etc can deal with it , only the health care
professionals are needed to deal with it.it may includes Doctors , Nurses ,
paramedics, pharmacists etc.we are looking to the world , every day thousands of
people's are loosing their life by this disease.it is due to the improper preparation to
face the deadly disease.

Body
Health care professionals are the personnel's who, plays a prominent role to deal
with COVID-19.without they we can't imagine the world.
There is wide range of health care professionals includes Doctors,
Nurses,paramedics,pharmacists etc.everyone will plays eminent role to treating
Covid 19 patients.
Everyday it's a challenge to health personnel about the patients because due to
unavailability of vaccines , there is chance for death and it also leads in high
mortality.health care team have a high risk of getting disease because they will be
closer to the patients a day while.it also leads to further complications in their life.

Impacts
In everything we can find good and bad.because nothing will not good for more
days.it also include good impacts and bad impacts.they were

Good impacts on health care professionals

*It gives a opportunity to treat a patient and to be part in "world health
emergency"2020

*Health care professionals can exhibit their dedication/ services towards profession.

*It makes health professionals to be strong and to face this endemic diseases.

*To sacrifice and stepping a service towards humanity.

* Support by the government and colleagues.

* Providing financial assistance to the health care professionals and insurences.

* Protection against the exploit by the patient and their attenders.

Bad impacts on health care professionals

*They won't get sufficient time to meet their family members

*They must be quarantine for last 14 days after their duty in hospital.

*They feel difficulty to spend time by wearing PPE (personal protection equipment).

*Altered in sleep, food etc , it makes little suffer to health personnel.

*Facing problems in community and society by arrasing on health care team.

Conclusion
Health care professionals plays a prominent role in treating Covid 19 patients.for this
reason, the death rate is decreasing day by day.for the dedication and sacrifice of
health care professionals,Thank you is the smallest word.they were the god angles,
came to earth to save the patients.being responsible citizens we should salute the
Corona warriors and we should join our hands in preventing the spreading of disease
by proper measures.by staying at home , being humans we can support them
indirectly by spreading of Corona.
#stay_home

#stay_safe

